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MEET ROGER
Hi! I’m Roger Haskett. I am an award-winning keynote speaker, author of 'the ME you WANT
TO BE,’ President of Engagement Unlimited & an actor in over 150 TV shows, films and
commercials. Oh, and can't forget: Dad of 3 and spouse of 1 :)

I believe in active participation, interactive engagement and increasing the power of the
people in the room (or online). I make my sessions lively, entertaining, and full of applicable
content that energizes and empowers the people in the session. I also demonstrate how to
change the engagement level of the participants so that engagement resonates throughout
the rest of the event. 

What this means for you are keynotes/workshops/consulting that can change the trajectory
of your event (and your company).  “Engagement: the gift that keeps on giving.”

I have created an innovative session format that ties stories, theory, and application together
in an active team-based game that primes every participant to learn deeper and stronger,
connect deeper and stronger and create more engagement in the room. 

Most clients place me at the start since that is where maximum value is produced.

Don’t take it from me, though. Click on samples of my talks, video reactions of participants
and/or client testimonials.  ====>

 LINK TO ROGER'S

TALKS HERE

 LINK TO 

TESTIMONIALS HERE

"It’s always a pleasure to work with Roger Haskett and the team at Engagement Unlimited. From the start of any project we work on,
Roger takes the time to listen and understand my client’s organization, purpose, culture and event goals.
“I was skeptical in my belief about how much energy could be achieved in a virtual environment and I was blown away by the end
result.
“Having a professional speaker as an emcee ensured that he was able to weave the close of one day into the opening of another
creating continuity and bringing so many meaningful and thought provoking conversations to the forefront.
“Roger was really the glue that held all the pieces of this virtual event together in a fun, meaningful & engaging way. He didn’t miss
a beat."   Sherryl Parsons, President, Rare Affairs Event Management

http://bit.ly/2UVBBQH
https://bit.ly/2SRK07q
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFhJqyFw_SNNpe6q7paot7pixBdn6rXnx
https://www.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLFhJqyFw_SNNpe6q7paot7pixBdn6rXnx
http://bit.ly/2UVBBQH
https://engagementunlimited.ca/testimonials/
https://engagementunlimited.ca/testimonials/
https://engagementunlimited.ca/testimonials/
https://engagementunlimited.ca/testimonials/


Some of our Clients



Meetingsnet Changemaker of the Year 

Canadian Association of Professional Speakers "Rising Star"

MPI BC Supplier of the Year (won twice!)

MPI South Florida Program of the Year "Pressure Cooker Confidence"

MPI BC President's Award 

M+IT Magazine Hall of Fame Nominee

Best Director Ovation Award (Vancouver)

Best New Musical of 2005: Disney Studio/ASCAP (Co-writer)

 

Awards & Honours



Active participation is the foundation of engagement. Learn how to
create active participation (both virtual and live) in your teams,
clients, customers, and staff.
Fight to be Positive: Turn negative to positive with engagement.
Learn how to monitor your own engagement, and importantly, how
to make it contagious so that others are drawn into engagement.

TOOLBOX TIPS:
1.

2.
3.

Understand how to create and
promote active participation in your
teams, organization and life.

EXCELLENT RATING
- THE SPECIAL

EVENT 2017

Discover how to be more engaging
and harness this power for
improved creativity, productivity,
and bottom-line results at work and
in  your life.

How to Create Engagement
in the Virtual World

This session explores ways to create engagement, both virtual and live,
that will benefit your work, your teams, your organization and also
your family, your friends and loved ones.

Wouldn’t it be better to find ways to be more present in online
meetings and to create in others this engaged presence?

Engagement is a superpower and spending time learning how to
create it offers value that just keeps on giving.

Overcoming zoom fatigue is important both for your own engagement
and those you interact with (customers, stakeholders, partners…). 

KEY CONCEPTS

Engagement is super powerful... and you can create
it. 
The more engaged you are, the more benefits
accrue to you and those around you.
If you want to be effective, involved, present,
potent… then engagement is YOUR job

Discover how to be more engaging and harness this
power for improved creativity, productivity, and
bottom-line results at work and in  your life.

increased productivity & profit, 
better communication, 
stronger team bonds, 
deeper learning, 
increased retention etc…

Data from Gallup, Harvard, Global Trends in Engagement etc, shows
how a little focus on engagement can turbocharge bottom-line results
like: 

https://engagementunlimited.ca/vlog/


HIGHLY LIKELY TO
RECOMMEND THIS

SESSION

Pressure Cooker Confidence: 

"Thank you for your leadership in positively gluing this
VIRTUAL Summit together. Cheers Roger. Thank you. I

am grateful for you." - Jonathon Dugdale

I’ve spent my life walking into stressful rooms
where I wanted to do magnificent things but I
found it hard to do normal things, like breathe.
Have you had that experience? This session
demonstrates how to go from "I can’t breathe”
to “I’m regularly doing magnificent things.”

Using techniques honed from decades of acting,
combined with new science about how to best
be human and a dash of current engagement
strategies, Pressure Cooker Confidence, explores
how to create internal power in moments where
humans typically feel powerless. Learning to
create internal power has massive benefits for the
individual. It also creates benefits in the
organizations where these individuals work.

We focus on creating your own personal list of
rules to guide better behavior and motivate
transformation in your life and at work.

A pandemic (or any crisis) only makes the ability
to create internal power more important.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES:

Understand the science
behind how your brain
works while under
extreme stress and gain
tips and tricks to
overcome fear, anxiety,
and nervousness

Learn and apply Roger’s
Rules: Own the Room,
Fight to Be Positive, Get
Comfortable Being
Uncomfortable...

Learn to be a bigger,
better, more powerful
version of yourself while
under stress.

100%

Confident Leadership and Beyond

- CANADA INNOVATION
CONFERENCE

"OVERALL SATISFACTION
WITH THE LEARNING

EXPERIENCE"

"PRESENTER KEPT ME
ACTIVELY ENGAGED IN

THE LEARNING" 

Roger’s Rules turned into YOUR rules 
Find power within yourself to tackle the hardest to change behaviors and attitudes
Become ’the me you want to be'

Take aways:



The Power & Purpose of Play

"Hey Roger, I just wanted to send you a quick note to say awesome job emceeing the
summit! I saw you last year and was curious how the virtual experience would go, but
your energy, passion and insight were amazing. At one point I thought to myself, "the
confidence of a man dancing on a virtual conference, where he can't hear or see anyone
to feed off, of has to be through the roof". Awesome job!"  
Joshua Juhlke and Learning, First West Credit Union

“Play is our brain’s favorite way of learning.” - Diane
Ackerman

I’m on a mission to take play out of the gutter and
put it into the spotlight where it belongs. While
we say that we honor play, the proof is in our
actions. And when important things need to be
discussed and decided, play is sent outside to the
playground while the adults stay inside to do the
important work. That attitude needs to be turned
on its head and this session does exactly that.

Learn how central to human existence play is.
Learn what happens to humans when we discard
play. Learn how to achieve your goals using
playfulness as a guide. And do all that while
playing to learn about play... which is truly the best
way to learn for humans. 

After this surprisingly profound session, people
often come up to me with tears in their eyes as
they talk about their conflicted relationship to
play and how they now will act differently with
their children, their spouse and/or their
colleagues. Play is transformative. Play is
revolutionary. And this revolutionary,
transformative power is waiting for you, your
family, your friends, your teams, your
organization...

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES:

Design your work
environment, training
sessions, and meetings to
increase knowledge
retention, encourage
creativity, promote wellness,
and much more

Gain tangible strategies to
help incorporate play and a
playful mindset into the
most important aspects of
work and life

Learn to reverse society’s
concept of play so that you
can use play to create
power.

100%
HIGHLY LIKELY TO

RECOMMEND THIS
SESSION

- INTERNATIONAL
ASSOCIATION EXECUTIVES

WILL USE THE
PRESENTED

INFORMATION
- INCENTIVE WORKS

100%

Discuss successful case
studies where play made all
the difference.



The Age of Engage: How
to Create Engagement

"Thanks for all of your Haskettness in our virtual leadership sessions.  Survey Says -
Virtual Roger almost as good as the real thing.  First timer attending sessions today
says “that guy is awesome - so much energy - so funny”.

Darrell Jaggers CIO & Chief Transformation Officer at First West Credit Union

This session looks at what engagement is, why we want it,
and how to CREATE engagement. This session walks the
talk: it not only discusses engagement but also
demonstrates how to create it at work and in your life.

In the 90’s, engagement was a fuzzy, feel good term that
really meant very little. Flash forward to the present and,
luckily, things have changed. Engagement can be measured
and the results are staggering.

Data from Gallup, Harvard, 2018 Global Trends in
Engagement, etc show how a little focus on engagement
can turbocharge bottom-line results, whether those results
are increased productivity, increased profit, better
communication, stronger team bonds, better learning and
retention etc…

Engagement is the secret sauce that makes your work and
life magic.
Participants will walk away with tangible tools that will
inspire them to be more productive, creative, and successful
in their work.

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES:

Understand how to
create and promote
active participation in
your teams,
organization and life.

Learn why engagement
is so powerful and why
we want it all through
our lives and work. 

OVERALL SESSION RATING
SPEAKER KNOWLEDGE
QUALITY OF CONTENT

100%
EXCELLENT RATING

- THE SPECIAL
EVENT 2017

Discover how to be
more engaging and
harness this power for
improved creativity,
productivity, and
bottom-line results at
work and in  your life.



Magnetic Communication for Networking
and Beyond
Networking can fill our heart with dread. I invent new
ways of sweating when it comes to networking
situations and I don’t think I’m the only one.

Wouldn’t it be better if you could magnetize people to
you? So that when you walk into a room without any
colleagues or friends present, you are still able to have
the best time and thus attract others to you? This is
why I wrote this session. I have taken all the good and
bad experiences I have collected over 28 years of being
paid to create engagement within groups of strangers
and summarized them in this talk to help you become
better at networking. 

Creating magnetic communication usually means
changing the way you think about these situations.
And then creating rules or guidelines to help you stay
on track.

This session outlines Roger’s Rules for creating
magnetic communication which leads to magnetic
engagement which leads to you being far happier and
more effective when connecting with others in these
situations. Which makes networking and
communication much more valuable for you and your
organization.

Create Rules that
guide you towards
more magnetic
communication

LEARNING
OBJECTIVES:

Drive into your body
the reality that “the
more fun you have,
the more fun THEY
have!”

Learn tips and
techniques that
turn networking
and connecting
with strangers from
fearful to fun.

"The feedback we are getting from our Virtual Leaders Summit
is stellar!! Thank you Roger!!"
Shelagh McIntyre
Senior Advisor, Leadership and Learning, First West Credit Union

 



the me you want to be

Give your group the acclaimed book by Roger
Haskett that’s all about them!

In this inspiring, transformational and truly
heartwarming book, celebrated keynote speaker,
entrepreneur, actor, and author Roger Haskett helps
you discover incredible new ways to create internal
power and become the me you want to be.

Filled with fascinating stories, interesting studies
and practical information, you will be moved to
make a significant change in your own life and
inspired to become a bigger, better, more powerful
version of yourself.

WHOLESALE RATES

Please contact us for all
custom group quotes

“As someone who has read many
books recently on general self-
improvement & specifically on

dealing with fear & self-image, I
think your book is the best thing
I’ve read in terms of practical
advice on things you can do/
steps you can take, to move

forward.” - CEO of a multi-million
dollar company

50 Copies   = $22.00/each
100 Copies = $20.00/each
200 Copies = $18.00/each

OVERALL SESSION RATING
SPEAKER KNOWLEDGE
QUALITY OF CONTENT

100%
EXCELLENT RATING

- THE SPECIAL
EVENT 2017

ROGER'S RULES FOR A BIGGER, BETTER, MORE
POWERFUL YOU

shipping not included

“It has led to our
BEST

discussions as
a team”

Mark
deMedeiros, First

West Credit
Union

“I read your TRULY AMAZING
book, TWICE in fact! So

fascinating! It’s amazing to see
your journey and how far you
have come. I am so impressed

and inspired... It is truly
remarkable.”

— Cynthia Pang, Professional
Institute of the Public Services of

Canada

Fun, engaging, inspiring, and transformational

CLICK HERE TO
CHECK OUT
REVIEWS ON

ROGER'S BOOK

https://www.themeyouwanttobe.com/
https://www.themeyouwanttobe.com/


NOTES & FEES:

Roger is available for Digital + Live + Hybrid events and travels through Canada & the US + beyond.
His keynotes are recommended as opening presentations to kick off the day/program and help put
your guests in the right headspace to make the most of your careful planning.
Includes 2 meetings pre-program and 1 short video to promote your event/prime guests to learn.
All services subject to availability and taxes where applicable.

Notes:

Keynotes start at $10,000 for Digital and $20,000 for Live, plus travel expenses and incidentals. 
Workshops start at $10,000, depending on content and timing.
Multiple bookings provide more impact and drive lasting change deeper into your organization;
please ask about our Engagement MAXimizer programs and packages.
We also offer REDUCED rates for association chapters, educational groups, non-profits, and
those based in Vancouver. Please ask for more information.

Fees:

Keynote, Emcee, Workshops, Engagement in a
Day, Video Courses, Consulting

For enquiries, contact:
Michael Haskett:   Cell: 250-588-5900   Email: Michael@EngagementUnlimited.ca


